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Our America Lealan Jones
The crime-infested intersection of West Fayette and
Monroe Streets is well-known--and cautiously
avoided--by most of Baltimore. But this notorious
corner's 24-hour open-air drug market provides the
economic fuel for a dying neighborhood. David
Simon, an award-winning author and crime reporter,
and Edward Burns, a 20-year veteran of the urban
drug war, tell the chilling story of this desolate
crossroad. Through the eyes of one broken
family--two drug-addicted adults and their smart,
vulnerable 15-year-old son, DeAndre McCollough,
Simon and Burns examine the sinister realities of
inner cities across the country and unflinchingly
assess why law enforcement policies, moral
crusades, and the welfare system have
accomplished so little. This extraordinary book is a
crucial look at the price of the drug culture and the
poignant scenes of hope, caring, and love that
astonishingly rise in the midst of a place America
has abandoned.
A deeply personal and inspiring memoir recounting
one woman’s struggles—beginning with her birth in
prison—to find self-acceptance Prison Baby is a
revised and substantially expanded version of
Deborah Jiang Stein’s self-published memoir, Even
Tough Girls Wear Tutus. Even at twelve years old,
Deborah, the adopted daughter of a progressive
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Jewish couple in Seattle, felt like an outsider. Her
mixed Asian features set her apart from her white,
well-intentioned parents who evaded questions
about her past. But when she discovered a letter
revealing the truth of her prison birth to a heroinaddicted mother—and that she spent the first year of
life in prison—Deborah spiraled into emotional
lockdown. For years she turned to drugs, violence,
and crime as a way to cope with her grief. Ultimately,
Deborah overcame the stigma, shame, and secrecy
of her birth, and found peace by helping
others—proving that redemption and acceptance are
possible even from the darkest corners.
Our AmericaSimon and Schuster
Interviews describe ghetto life
A memoir of astonishing delicacy and strength about
race and physical beauty. Kym Ragusa's stunningly
beautiful, brilliant black mother constantly turned
heads as she strolled the streets of West Harlem.
Ragusa's working-class white father, who grew up
only a few streets (and an entire world) away in
Italian East Harlem, had never seen anyone like her.
At home their families despaired at the match, while
in the streets the couple faced taunting threats from
a city still racially divided—but they were mesmerized
by the differences between them. From their volatile,
short-lived pairing came a sensitive child with a
filmmaker's observant eye. Her two powerful
grandmothers gave her the love and stability to grow
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into her own skin. Eventually, their shared care for
their granddaughter forced them to overcome their
prejudices. Rent parties and religious feste, baked
yams and baked ziti—Ragusa's sensuous memories
are a reader's delight, as they bring to life the joy,
pain, and inexhaustible richness of a racially and
culturally mixed heritage. A Finalist for the HurstonWright Legacy Award for Nonfiction.
This riveting sequel to "My Bloody Life" traces
Reymundo Sanchez's struggle to create a "normal"
life outside the Latin Kings, one of the nation's most
notorious street gangs, and to move beyond his
past. Sanchez illustrates how the Latin King motto
"once a king, always a king" rings true and details
the difficulty and danger of leaving that life behind.
Filled with heart-pounding scenes of his backslide
into drugs, sex, and violence, Once a King, Always a
King recounts how Sanchez wound up behind bars
and provides an engrossing firsthand account of how
the Latin Kings are run from inside the prison
system. Harrowing testaments to Sanchez's
determination to rebuild his life include his efforts to
separate his family from gang life and his struggle to
adapt to marriage and the corporate world. Despite
temptations, nightmares, regressions into violence,
and his own internal demons, Sanchez makes an
uneasy peace with his new life. This raw, powerful,
and brutally honest memoir traces the transformation
of an accomplished gangbanger into a responsible
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citizen.
"In Mixed Company combines theory, applications,
and current research on small group communication
in a conversational and engaging style. It is a
comprehensive text and has been the market
leading small group communication text for the last
several editions. The 11th edition will continue to use
abundant humor, engaging case studies, novel
illustrations, dramatic and poignant examples,
personal narratives and vivid stories, and colorful
language to encourage students to keep reading.
Maintaining the style, illustrations, and language
while trimming the length will aid in the story that this
is the most engaging and accessible small group
communication text"-The power within the words of our great black
leaders and role models is astonishing. By studying
their positive accomplishments, we can move
forward to our own successes. Now, Anthony
Robbins and coauthor Joseph McClendon III ignite
passion and open the door to possibility, using the
accomplishments, words, and actions of outstanding
African-Americans. In Ebony Power Thoughts you
will find the words you need as tools for growth and
fulfillment, with questions you can use as assistance
in benefitting your own life. Being black means
having a very different experience in America than
that of any other race. This daily book of meditations,
a reference to the success of outstanding black
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Americans, can be a resource guide or an
inspirational tool. Ebony Power Thoughts offers an
opportunity to learn from others how to make your
own fate! And with the guidance of McClendon and
Robbins, you can produce your own extraordinary
quality of life.
From a leading journalist and activist comes a brave,
beautifully wrought memoir. When Darnell Moore
was fourteen, three boys from his neighborhood tried
to set him on fire. They cornered him while he was
walking home from school, harassed him because
they thought he was gay, and poured a jug of
gasoline on him. He escaped, but just barely. It
wasn't the last time he would face death. Three
decades later, Moore is an award-winning writer, a
leading Black Lives Matter activist, and an advocate
for justice and liberation. In No Ashes in the Fire, he
shares the journey taken by that scared, bullied
teenager who not only survived, but found his
calling. Moore's transcendence over the myriad
forces of repression that faced him is a testament to
the grace and care of the people who loved him, and
to his hometown, Camden, NJ, scarred and ignored
but brimming with life. Moore reminds us that
liberation is possible if we commit ourselves to
fighting for it, and if we dream and create futures
where those who survive on society's edges can
thrive. No Ashes in the Fire is a story of beauty and
hope-and an honest reckoning with family, with
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place, and with what it means to be free. Lambda
Literary Award - Gay Memoir/Biography (Winner 2019)A New York Times Notable Book of the Year
(2018)
By twenty-one, Jeff Henderson was making up to
$35,000 a week cooking and selling crack cocaine.
By twenty-four, he had been sentenced to nineteen
and a half years in prison on federal drug trafficking
charges. It was an all-too-familiar story for a young
man raised on the streets of South Central LA. But
what happened next wasn't. Once inside prison, Jeff
Henderson worked his way up from dishwasher to
chief prison cook, and when he was released in
1996, he had found his passion and his dream—he
would become a professional chef. Barely five years
out of federal prison, he was on his way to becoming
an executive chef, as well as being a sought-after
public speaker on human potential and a dedicated
mentor to at-risk youth. A window into the streets
and the fast-paced kitchens of world-renowned
restaurants, Cooked is a very human story with a
powerful message of commitment, redemption, and
change.
Features quotes, biographies, and portraits of
powerful and influential Americans, including Rachel
Carson, Rosa Parks, and Mark Twain, who used the
power of truth combined with freedom of speech to
challenge the system and inspire change. Reprint.
In Whats My Name, Fool? sports writer Dave Zirin
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shows how sports express the worst - and at times
the most creative, exciting, and political - features of
our society. Zirins sharp and insightful commentary
on the personalities, politics, and history of American
sports is unlike any sports writing being done today.
Zirin explores how NBA brawls highlight tensions
beyond the arena, how the bold stances taken by
sports unions can chart a path for the entire labor
movement, and the unexplored political stirrings of a
new generation of athletes who are no longer
content to just ''play one game at a time.'' Whats My
Name, Fool? draws on original interviews with
former heavyweight champ George Foreman,
Olympic athlete John Carlos, NBA player and antideath penalty activist Etan Thomas, antiwar womens
college hoopster Toni Smith, Olympic Project for
Human Rights leader Lee Evans and many others. It
also unearths a history of athletes ranging from
Jackie Robinson to Muhammad Ali to Billie Jean
King, who charted a new course through their
athletic ability and their outspoken views.
Feminist Spaces introduces students and academic
researchers to major themes and empirical studies in
feminist geography. It examines new areas of
feminist research including: embodiment, sexuality,
masculinity, intersectional analysis, and environment
and development. In addition to considering gender
as a primary subject, this book provides a
comprehensive overview of feminist geography by
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highlighting contemporary research conducted from
a feminist framework which goes beyond the theme
of gender to include issues such as social justice,
activism, (dis)ability, and critical pedagogy. Through
case studies, this book challenges the construction
of dichotomies that tend to oversimplify categories
such as developed and developing, urban and rural,
and the Global North and South, without accounting
for the fluid and intersecting aspects of gender,
space, and place. The chapters weave theoretical
and empirical material together to meet the needs of
students new to feminism, as well as those with a
feminist background but new to geography, through
attention to basic geographical concepts in the
opening chapter. The text encourages readers to
think of feminist geography as addressing not only
gender, but a set of methodological and theoretical
perspectives applied to a range of topics and issues.
A number of interactive exercises, activities, and
‘boxes’ or case studies, illustrate concepts and
supplement the text. These prompts encourage
students to explore and analyze their own
positionality, as well as motivate them to change and
impact their surroundings. Feminist Spaces
emphasizes activism and critical engagement with
diverse communities to recognize this tradition in the
field of feminism, as well as within the discipline of
geography. Combining theory and practice as a
central theme, this text will serve graduate level
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students as an introduction to the field of feminist
geography, and will be of interest to students in
related fields such as environmental studies,
development, and women’s and gender studies.
This book is a multifaceted approach to
understanding the central developments in African
American history since 1939. It combines a historical
overview of key personalities and movements with
essays by leading scholars on specific facets of the
African American experience, a chronology of
events, and a guide to further study. Marian
Anderson's famous 1939 concert in front of the
Lincoln Memorial was a watershed moment in the
struggle for racial justice. Beginning with this event,
the editors chart the historical efforts of African
Americans to address racism and inequality. They
explore the rise of the Civil Rights and Black Power
movements and the national and international
contexts that shaped their ideologies and methods;
consider how changes in immigration patterns have
complicated the conventional "black/white"
dichotomy in U.S. society; discuss the often uneasy
coexistence between a growing African American
middle class and a persistent and sizable
underclass; and address the complexity of the
contemporary African American experience.
Contributors consider specific issues in African
American life, including the effects of the
postindustrial economy and the influence of music,
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military service, sports, literature, culture, business,
and the politics of self-designation, e.g.,"Colored" vs.
"Negro," "Black" vs. "African American". While
emphasizing political and social developments, this
volume also illuminates important economic, military,
and cultural themes. An invaluable resource, The
Columbia Guide to African American History Since
1939 provides a thorough understanding of a crucial
historical period.
Most people know juvenile offenders only from daily
headlines, and the images portrayed by the media
are extreme and violent: predators and even
"superpredators." Distorted and incomplete, these
pictures shape the way Americans think and feel
about city kids, poor kids, children of color. A Kind
and Just Parent gives us a transformative view of
kids caught up in the justice system that we could
never get from nightly news and newspaper stories.
William Ayers has spent five years as teacher and
observer in Chicago's Juvenile Court prison, the
nation's first and largest institution of juvenile justice,
founded by legendary reformer Jane Addams to act
as a "kind and just parent" for kids in need. Today,
immensely confused and confusing, it serves as a
perfect microcosm of the way American justice deals
with children. Through brilliant storytelling, Ayers
captures the lives and personalities of young people
caught up in the juvenile justice system. The book
follows a year in the life of the prison school. Its
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characters are three dimensional: funny, quirky,
sometimes violent, and often vulnerable. We see
young people talking about their lives, analyzing their
own situations, and thinking about their friends and
their futures. We watch them throughout a school
year and meet some remarkable teachers. From the
intimate perspective of a teacher, Ayers gives us
portraits, history, and analysis that help us to
understand not only what brought these kids into the
court system, but why people find it hard to think
straight about them, and what we might do to keep
their younger brothers and sisters from landing in the
same place. Unsentimental yet wrenching, A Kind
and Just Parent is a riveting look at kids and crime. It
will change the way Americans think about juvenile
crime and juvenile justice.
With more than 300,000 copies in print, When
Helping Hurts is a paradigm-forming contemporary
classic on the subject of poverty alleviation. Poverty
is much more than simply a lack of material
resources, and it takes much more than donations
and handouts to solve it. When Helping Hurts shows
how some alleviation efforts, failing to consider the
complexities of poverty, have actually (and
unintentionally) done more harm than good. But it
looks ahead. It encourages us to see the dignity in
everyone, to empower the materially poor, and to
know that we are all uniquely needy—and that God in
the gospel is reconciling all things to himself.
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Focusing on both North American and Majority
World contexts, When Helping Hurts provides
proven strategies for effective poverty alleviation,
catalyzing the idea that sustainable change comes
not from the outside in, but from the inside out.
Demonstrates how ingrained ideas of race created
and sustain the achievement gap in U.S. schools.
This new edition of Bill Nichols’s bestselling text
provides an up-to-date introduction to the most
important issues in documentary history and
criticism. Designed for students in any field that
makes use of visual evidence and persuasive
strategies, Introduction to Documentary identifies the
distinguishing qualities of documentary and teaches
the viewer how to read documentary film. Each
chapter takes up a discrete question, from "How did
documentary filmmaking get started?" to "Why are
ethical issues central to documentary filmmaking?"
Carefully revised to take account of new work and
trends, this volume includes information on more
than 100 documentaries released since the first
edition, an expanded treatment of the six
documentary modes, new still images, and a greatly
expanded list of distributors.
Groundbreaking artist Justin BUA is internationally
known for his bestselling collection of fine art
posters—The DJ being one of the most popular prints
of all time. Staring in the world of commercial art,
BUA designed and illustrated myriad projects, from
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skateboards and CD covers to advertising
campaigns. He developed the look and feel of the
opening sequence for MTV's Lyrist Lounge Show,
EA sports video games NBA Street and NFL Street,
and the world of Slum Village's award-winning music
video, "Tainted," among others. His line of apparel
and his limited edition sneakers sold out completely.
His energetic and vocal worldwide fan base ranges
from former presidents,, actors, musicians,
professional athletes, and dangers to street kids and
art connoisseurs. In The Beat of Urban Art, BUA lays
out his unique vision, melding urban rhythms, graffiti,
and classical art training. This visually arresting book
is about his life, his work, and the birth of Hip-Hop.
As we follow BUA through his turbulent youth,
navigating he streets and underground worlds of the
urban jungle, we recognize the powerful evolution of
BUA's distinct style—"Distorted Urban Realism."
Following in the footsteps of the great masters, BUA
represents the lives of the revered and the
marginalized, the heroes and the underdogs of his
time—New York City during the 1970s and ‘80s. With
an autobiographical narrative illustrated with
photographs, drawings, sketches, studies, and
explanations of how many of his paintings were
created, The Beat of Urban Art takes you into the
head of the modern-day Toulouse-Lautrec.
Mayors Richard M. Daley and Rahm Emanuel have
touted and promoted Chicago as a "world class city."
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The skyscrapers kissing the clouds, the billion-dollar
Millennium Park, Michelin-rated restaurants, pristine
lake views, fabulous shopping, vibrant theater scene,
downtown flower beds and stellar architecture tell
one story. Yet, swept under the rug is the stench of
segregation that compromises Chicago. The
Manhattan Institute dubs Chicago as one of the most
segregated big cities in the country. Though other
cities - including Cleveland, Los Angeles, and
Baltimore - can fight over that mantle, it's clear that
segregation defines Chicago. And unlike many other
major U.S. cities, no one race dominates. Chicago is
divided equally into black, white, and Latino, each
group clustered in their various turfs. In this
intelligent and highly important narrative, Chicagonative Natalie Moore shines a light on contemporary
segregation on the South Side of Chicago through
reported essays, showing the life of these
communities through the stories of people who live
in them. The South Side shows the important impact
of Chicago's historic segregation - and the ongoing
policies that keep it that way.
"In May 1999 Kevin Klose, president of National
Public Radio, invited me to a meeting of the NPR
board and surprised me with a bronze plaque,
emblazoned 'Lifetime Achievement Award.' I
responded that, ever the copy-reader, I wished to
amend the wording to, 'Lifetime Achievement So
Far...'" Thus Daniel Schorr, octogenarian, newsman,
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and last of the legendary Edward R. Murrow news
team still active in journalism, let it be known that
after six decades of reporting, digging out
information, and finding himself the controversial
subject of some stories, he is still fully engaged in
the world-watching that has made him one of
America's most honored journalists. He is both a
national and an international eyewitness. At home,
he has covered and analyzed major events from the
McCarthy anti-Communist hearings of the 1950s to
the Clinton impeachment hearings of the 1990s. As
CBS's chief Watergate correspondent, he won three
Emmys® for his coverage of that scandal -- during
which he found himself on Nixon's "enemies" list.
Abroad, he opened the CBS bureau in Moscow in
1955, arranged an unprecedented television
interview with Soviet boss Nikita Khrushchev, and
was on hand for every major European event from
the founding of NATO to the building of the Berlin
Wall. At home and overseas his no-holds-barred
approach to covering the news landed him in trouble
with the authorities. He may be one of the only
journalists investigated by both the KGB and the FBI.
In the 1970s, Schorr's revelations of CIA and FBI
misdeeds brought him into a confrontation with
Congress. Refusing to name his sources before the
House Ethics Committee, he was threatened with jail
for contempt -- a threat that was not carried out. He
also came into confrontation with CBS, his employer,
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leading to his resignation. A multimedia journalist,
Schorr has worked in newspapers, radio, and
television. Today, he runs around less, but is still
probing. In Staying Tuned, he reflects on the role of
the media in our society, expressing concerns about
television's assault on reality. As to how life has
changed for him, Schorr says: "In my days as an
investigative reporter, my motto was, 'Find out what
they're hiding and tell those who need to know.' In
my more sedentary days, the motto changed to, 'The
people know a lot. Tell them what to make of it.'"
Ruegamer won the 1995 Thornbrough prize for best
article published in that magazine. ContentsEditor's
IntroductionThe Age of AccommodationThe Great
Migration and the First World WarThe 1920s:
Increased SegregationDepression and New DealThe
Second World WarPostwar Years: Beginnings of the
Civil Rights MovementSchool DesegregationThe
Turbulent 1960sSince 1970--Advances and
RetreatsThe Continuing Search for Identity
The young life of Daoud Hari–his friends call him
David–has been one of bravery and mesmerizing
adventure. The Translator is a suspenseful,
harrowing, and deeply moving memoir of how one
person has made a difference in the world, an on-theground account of one of the biggest stories of our
time: the brutal genocide under way in Darfur. In
2003, Daoud Hari, a Zaghawa tribesman, was
among the hundreds of thousands of villagers
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attacked and driven from their homes by Sudanesegovernment-backed militia groups. Though Hari’s
village was burned to the ground, his family
decimated and dispersed, he himself escaped,
eventually finding safety across the border. With his
high school knowledge of languages, Hari offered his
services as a translator and guide. In doing so,
however, he had to return to the heart of
darkness–and he has risked his life again and again
to help ensure that the story of his people is told
while there is still time to save them.
A delightful guide to a stress-free holiday season
filled with mindfulness, joy, self-care, and festive
magic. What if the month of December were
soothing instead of stressful? Now you can celebrate
a new kind of holiday season—one where you radiate
calm and cultivate delight. Calm Christmas and a
Happy New Year leads you out of the darkness of
winter and back to the enchantment of an authentic
and attainable Christmas season filled with merry
gatherings, thoughtful gift-giving, and meaningful
observations of annual traditions. Covering the time
period from late November to early January, this
joyful guide embraces all the festive holiday build-up
and then welcomes the new year in a holistic,
nurturing way. Author Beth Kempton gently
encourages you to prioritize your holiday hopes and
take a slower, more mindful approach to your
celebrations. Kempton also offers helpful
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suggestions for making the most of winter, and
recommends using this quiet time to dream new
dreams, set goals, and aspire toward a beautiful
year ahead. Filled with personal stories, tips, and
advice for staying calm and connecting with others,
Calm Christmas and a Happy New Year provides a
cozy retreat from the pressure of striving for
perfection. Instead of starting the New Year
exhausted, in debt, and filled with regret, you will
rejoice in the memories of the season feeling rested,
rejuvenated, inspired, and calm.
This book has been replaced by Adolescents at Risk:
Home-Based Family Therapy and School-Based
Intervention, ISBN 978-1-4625-3653-5.
“A thorough and sophisticated effort to answer an
interesting question: How did an indifferently raised, selfflagellating kid from a just-making-ends-meet, desultorily
functioning Long Island family, in Massapequa, turn into
Alec Baldwin, gifted actor, familiar public figure,
impressively thoughtful person, notorious pugilist? . . .
Beautifully written and unexpectedly moving . . . .
Baldwin writes with great knowledge about old films, the
art of acting, what he has learned from other actors, and
about the differences among television, film and theater.
. . . He’s a highly literate and fluent writer.”—New York
Times One of the most accomplished and outspoken
actors today chronicles the highs and lows of his life in
this beautifully written, candid memoir. Over the past
three decades, Alec Baldwin has established himself as
one of Hollywood’s most gifted, hilarious, and
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controversial leading men. From his work in popular
movies, including Beetlejuice, Working Girl, Glengarry
Glen Ross, The Cooler, and Martin Scorsese’s The
Departed to his role as Jack Donaghy on Tina Fey’s
irreverent series 30 Rock—for which he won two Emmys,
three Golden Globes, and seven Screen Actors Guild
Awards—and as Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump on Saturday Night Live, he’s both a
household name and a deeply respected actor. In
Nevertheless, Baldwin transcends his public persona,
making public facets of his life he has long kept private.
In this honest, affecting memoir, he introduces us to the
Long Island child who felt burdened by his family’s
financial strains and his parents’ unhappy marriage; the
Washington, DC, college student gearing up for a career
in politics; the self-named "Love Taxi" who helped friends
solve their romantic problems while neglecting his own;
the young soap actor learning from giants of the theatre;
the addict drawn to drugs and alcohol who struggles with
sobriety; the husband and father who acknowledges his
failings and battles to overcome them; and the
consummate professional for whom the work is
everything. Throughout Nevertheless, one constant
emerges: the fearlessness that defines and drives
Baldwin’s life. Told with his signature candor, astute
observational savvy, and devastating wit, Nevertheless
reveals an Alec Baldwin we have never fully seen before.
Cohen was Russian-born American author whose 1918
autobiography Out of the Shadow provides a classic
account of the lives of Jewish immigrants in New York
City at the end of the 19th century.
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The host of the award-winning humorous news program
offers tongue-in-cheek insight into American democracy
with coverage of such topics as the republican qualities
of ancient Rome, the antics of our nation's founders, and
the ludicrous nature of today's media.
Follow local historian and “Ghost Lady” Kathi Kresol as
she researches the spirits, curses, and curiosities from
the Forest City’s shadowy past. Just beneath the glossy
surface of Rockford’s rich heritage lies a dark history of
tragedy. The city’s troubled and turbulent past left scars
that still resonate today. Geraldine Bourbon’s final
struggle still echoes throughout the farmhouse where her
estranged husband pursued her with a pistol from room
to room before gently laying her corpse on the bed. The
sobs of society darling Carrie Spafford still keep vigil
over the family plot of the cemetery where she sowed the
heartbreak of her twilight years. From the vengeance of
Chief Big Thunder to the Witch of McGregor Road,
author Kathi Kresol shares the legends and lore of
Rockford’s haunted history. Includes photos! “There are
reasons why Kathi Kresol believes Rockford is so
haunted. The tour guide said there are good
‘conductors’ for the supernatural in the city’s downtown
area. These factors include being near a body of water,
having limestone in the area and the area having a
Native American influence.” —Beloit Daily News
"You have to bear in mind that [Questlove] is one of the
smartest motherf*****s on the planet. His musical
knowledge, for all practical purposes, is limitless."
--Robert Christgau MO' META BLUES The World
According to Questlove Mo' Meta Blues is a punch-drunk
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memoir in which Everyone's Favorite Questlove tells his
own story while tackling some of the lates, the greats,
the fakes, the philosophers, the heavyweights, and the
true originals of the music world. He digs deep into the
album cuts of his life and unearths some pivotal
moments in black art, hip hop, and pop culture. Ahmir
"Questlove" Thompson is many things: virtuoso
drummer, producer, arranger, Late Night with Jimmy
Fallon bandleader, DJ, composer, and tireless Tweeter.
He is one of our most ubiquitous cultural tastemakers,
and in this, his first book, he reveals his own formative
experiences--from growing up in 1970s West Philly as
the son of a 1950s doo-wop singer, to finding his own
way through the music world and ultimately co-founding
and rising up with the Roots, a.k.a., the last hip hop band
on Earth. Mo' Meta Blues also has some (many) random
(or not) musings about the state of hip hop, the state of
music criticism, the state of statements, as well as a
plethora of run-ins with celebrities, idols, and fellow
artists, from Stevie Wonder to KISS to D'Angelo to Jay-Z
to Dave Chappelle to...you ever seen Prince rollerskate?!? But Mo' Meta Blues isn't just a memoir. It's a
dialogue about the nature of memory and the idea of a
post-modern black man saddled with some post-modern
blues. It's a book that questions what a book like Mo'
Meta Blues really is. It's the side wind of a one-of-a-kind
mind. It's a rare gift that gives as well as takes. It's a
record that keeps going around and around.
Education reform has become part of a political
imperative in a number of developed countries, including
the USA, Japan and the UK. This book questions why
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this reconstruction occurred at the same time in different
places and asks, what common themes are emerging in
the restructuring movement?
"First published in the United States of America in 2014
by Cognella Inc.." --verso page

In Sista Talk Too, Rochelle Brock brings meaningful
new material which evokes and updates her past
examination of Black women in today's culture. The
first Sista Talk: The Personal and the Pedagogical is
an inquiry into the questions of how Black women
define their existence in a society which devalues,
dehumanizes, and silences their beliefs. Placing
herself inside of the research, Rochelle Brock invited
the reader on a journey of self-exploration, as she
and seven of her Black female students investigate
their collective journey toward self-awareness in the
attempt to liberate their minds and souls from
ideological domination. Throughout, Sista Talk
attempted to understand the ways in which this selfexploration informs her pedagogy. Combining Black
feminist and Afrocentric theory with critical
pedagogy, Sista Talk Too frames the parameters for
an Afrowomanist pedagogy of wholeness for
teaching Black students and strength in dealing with
an unpredictable and often unstable view of the
future. Rochelle Brock brings us something to be
remembered by, chapters and writings from students
and colleagues to help us survive and thrive in this
world...all in the spirit of love, life, and Oshun.
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Interviews residents, community leaders, and
Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) staff to paint a
portrait of what life is like among the gunfire and
dangerous housing conditions at three CHA housing
projects.
Can't Stop Won't Stop is a powerful cultural and
social history of the end of the American century,
and a provocative look into the new world that the
hip-hop generation created. Forged in the fires of the
Bronx and Kingston, Jamaica, hip-hop became the
Esperanto of youth rebellion and a generationdefining movement. In a post-civil rights era defined
by deindustrialization and globalization, hip-hop
crystallized a multiracial, polycultural generation's
worldview, and transformed American politics and
culture. But that epic story has never been told with
this kind of breadth, insight, and style. Based on
original interviews with DJs, b-boys, rappers, graffiti
writers, activists, and gang members, with
unforgettable portraits of many of hip-hop's
forebears, founders, and mavericks, including DJ
Kool Herc, Afrika Bambaataa, Chuck D, and Ice
Cube, Can't Stop Won't Stop chronicles the events,
the ideas, the music, and the art that marked the hiphop generation's rise from the ashes of the 60's into
the new millennium.
I have written these stories for readers like you, with
family histories of your own, perhaps with faded
photographs to go along with them. I hope that after
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meeting John, the serious thinker; Eric, so focused
and determined; the irrepressible Sadie; and the
tenacious young woman, Genia, you will be inspired
to take a second look at the stories that have gone
into shaping your own lives. Who knows what you
will find there?
Sista Talk: The Personal and the Pedagogical is an
inquiry into the questions of how Black women
define their existence in a society which devalues,
dehumanizes, and silences their beliefs. Placing
herself inside of the research, Rochelle Brock invites
the reader on a journey of self-exploration, as she
and seven of her Black female students investigate
their collective journey toward self-awareness in the
attempt to liberate their minds and souls from
ideological domination. Throughout, Sista Talk
attempts to understand the ways in which this selfexploration informs her pedagogy. Combining Black
feminist and Afrocentric Theory with critical
pedagogy, this book frames the parameters for an
Afrowomanist pedagogy of wholeness for teaching
Black students.
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